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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

228094 Feature
Enhancement

N/A API & CLI evusers command can now display Alternative User ID's This allows the new alternative user ID to be used in
place of the user ID, within the evusers CLI command.

225904 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Charts FW: Chart Axis The labels on value-based charts could be confusing
when choosing two fields to chart.  The Y axis label has
been changed to simply say "Count" to clarify the display.

228381 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Notification Support Document-type fields in Email Template
notifications

Support for Image and Document field display types has
been added to custom email templates.  Now, when a
custom email template is generated, any image or
document field included generates the file name of the
image or document as a substitute for the field tag, and
the image or document is added as a file attachment to
the outgoing email.

228576 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Performance Performance improvements in handling Ajax requests When an Ajax request was submitted for processing from
an add or edit screen, there may be a significant
overhead, according to the size of the layout and the
number of rules and layout cell attributes in place.  The
processing of these requests has been speeded up.

227388 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Additional features implemented for the report scheduler The report scheduler capability has been extended to
include charts, matrix and summary reports.

In addition, the output type has been extended so that the
scheduler supports HTML, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft
Word attaced files as well as Adobe PDF.

225865 Product Bug 6.5.0.2 API & CLI CLI -A option (anonymous access) no longer worked in
version 6.5.0.2

This bug was related to the new alternative user ID
capability.  Anonymous access via the API no longer
worked.  This has been fixed.

225572 Product Bug 6.5.0.2 Add & Edit User lookup icon failed for multi-value popup user fields
with many user names selected in field

This problem only occured with Internet Explorer.  When
multi-valued user list popups were opened with a lage
number of names selected, an error would be seen.  This
has been rectified.

228001 Product Bug 6.5.1 Attachments Improved performance when displaying attachment icons Reports which included many documents took longer to
render than was expected due to error handling.  The
code has been improved to speed up processing.

226021 Product Bug 6.5 Database EV_CACHE table grows excessively over time The EV_CACHE table stores, among other items, session
information for all user sessions.  When ExtraView starts
this table is processed to delete all user sessions as
these, by virtue of restarting the server, are no longer
needed.  On large sites customers were reporting that this
operation took a very long time, due to the table's large
size.

The algorithm that cleaned expired information on a
routine basis has been improved, and expired user
information is deleted earlier, preventing the table from
growing so large and taking a long time to process at
start-up time.
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227071 Product Bug 6.5.0.2 LDAP ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException occured when opening
Lookup User Account Directory with
LDAP_USER_LOOKUP turned on

This bug occured when the new alternative user ID was
put in place, but did not work completely with all LDAP
installations.  The problem has been resolved.

225900 Product Bug 6.5.0.2 Layout Editor Layout element attributes with HTML modifiers
sometimes caused JavaScript error when trying to access
attributes via the layout editor

This problem occured with the balloon help tips not being
able to handle the display of JavaScript keywords such as
"onclick" and "onchange" within the layout cell attributes.
This has been fixed.

225509 Product Bug 6.5.0.1 Perforce
Integration

Perforce Integration daemon service install file issue The parameters used in the installation script to create a
Microsoft Windows service with the latest Perforce
integration daemon did not work under all circumstances.
This has been fixed so that the Windows service can be
created reliably.

227479 Product Bug 6.5.1 Rules Engine Self referencing link directives in rules did not update the
issue correctly

A link directive that is defined to match the current record
(itself) being added/updated did not appear to work
correctly.  For example, the following postupdate rule and
defined link directive should have caused the current
record being added/updated to be assigned the ID value
in the ALT_ID field:

<== postupdate ==>
if (ALT_ID.{null})
{
    {UPDATE: myselfLink ALT_ID = ID};
}
<== link myselfLink ==> ID

This was a regression problem and has been fixed.
227727 Product Bug 6.5.0.2 Search / Report Query filter values appeared as * None * instead of as the

selected values on runtime filter screen
This was a cosmetic issue, where multi-valued lists on the
popup that accepts input for runtime filters displayed
*None* rather than the selected values.  The report still
ran correctly.  The problem has been fixed.

227903 Product Bug 6.5.0.2 Search / Report Hierarchical report never returned results and timed out This was an issue with the SQL which caused a merge
join cartesian in the query.  This has been corrected.

Count: 15 records
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